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Abstract
The alarm system receives alarm messages from the control system and presents this information in a convenient way to the operators. Each function of the alarm system is handled by a separated
component. At the beginning are applications collecting status changes from EPICS front end controllers through a persistent store, archive and filters to client applications with user interfaces. All applications
are based on the platform Control System Studio that provides common interfaces and remote management for headless applications. Most applications are redundant to ensure a high reliability. The
communication is managed by Java Message Service a specification by Sun. Because the message system is based on a common service it can also handle any kind of messages.
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IOC Log Client on EPICS IOCs sends alarm, caPutLog and SNL log messages in a special format to
the Interconnection Servers (ICS). Each message is acknowledged by the ICS to ensure the receipt.
The ICS converts the messages into JMS messages and sends them to the JMS Server.
D3 PCMs write alarm messages in a file that is observed by D3 Alarm Reader. When the file is
changed a JMS messages with the new alarms is generated.
CSS sends log messages directly to the JMS Server.

Control System Studio (CSS) is a platform for
control system applications. CSS is built on
the Eclipse Rich Client Platform that is
implemented in Java and therefore operating
system independent. The applications
handling alarm and log messages are built on
CSS.
Because CSS inherits the plug-in structure of
Eclipse it is easy to adjust CSS installations
for different requirements. CSS can run
without the UI plug-ins in a headless mode as
a server managed by CSS management
instances with remote commands.
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JAVA MESSAGE SYSTEM
The alarm / log message system is
using the ActiveMQ Server from
Apache. ActiveMQ is an open
source implementation for Suns
JMS API. Because JMS is a
common format the systme can be
used for all kinds of messages.

Persistent Store and Archive
The persistent store and archive holds information of the
current alarm system states and the history of alarms.
The channels with their alarm states and additional
information are stored in a LDAP directory. It is organized
in a hierarchical way structured by IOCs. The ICS
updates the LDAP directory every time a new alarm
message is received.
All alarm and log messages are also stored in a SQL
database by the application JMS2Ora. A SQL database
as an archive source makes it very easy to retrieve
alarms of a certain period or search specific properties.
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With a CSS web service an
IPhone application
receives alarms messages
and can check the state of
process variables.

Alarm Message System
With the Alarm Management System (AMS) users can configure
complex filters for messages and define the way they want to be
informed.
The Filter Manager receives all messages and checks if there is
a filter match. A filter is a composition of conditions connected
with AND and OR relations.
To avoid great numbers of SMS messages the Message Minder
filters messages from the same facility.
The Distributor prepares messages and forwards them to one of
the Connectors according to the related action of the filter.
The configuration for filters and actions is set with the AMS
Configurator integrated in CSS. It is stored in a data base from
where the AMS Filter Manager, Message Minder and Distributor
read from. Connectors receive messages with just the
necessary information for the contact e.g. mobile number or mail
address and the content for the receiver. For now there are only
Connectors to forward messages. For instance via SMS or Mail
or to a Topic on the JMS Server. But new Connectors can easily
be added to the system.

Alarm Tree and Alarm Table
CSS shows the status of the alarm system with the Alarm Tree and the Alarm Table
Viewer. From both applications the user can acknowledge alarms.
Alarm Tree shows channels of the control system with their alarm states ordered in a tree.
The alarm state of a channel is indicated by the colour of the according icon. To show
alarms of channels in a not expanded sub tree they are propagated to the root of the tree.
Thus the root shows always the alarm with the highest severity in the system.
Alarm Table Viewer is message oriented and displays the alarm and log messages in a
table. The Columns are configurable to display all kinds of messages. There are three
kinds of Viewers: The Log Viewer displays every message received from the server. Alarm
Viewer just shows alarm messages and the archive viewer queries the data base with
optional filters for previous messages.
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